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WEBSITE TO ACCESS THESE SLIDES

Cris

http://clas-pages.uncc.edu/christine-
davis/

http://clas-pages.uncc.edu/christine-davis/


INSTRUCTOR’S MANUAL FILES

https://uncc.instructure.com/courses/76409
Instructor’s Manual 

Chapter by Chapter class exercises and activities

Test Bank

Power Point slides

Syllabi

Rubrics and Grading

https://uncc.instructure.com/courses/76409


WEB SITE FOR BOOK
URL: www.grtep.com
Username: adopter.davis.straighttalk@kh.com
Password: greatriver1

To view the instructor resources pick University of Alabama.
To view the student materials pick University of North Carolina Charlotte.

Instructor’s Manual 
Student Resources:
Glossary of key terms
Student exercises, flash cards 
Links to articles cited in text
Links to APA, MLA, Chicago sites 
Frequently Asked Questions for each chapter
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SHORT COURSE OBJECTIVE

This short course is designed to give 
participants hands-on instruction and 
experience in teaching communication 
research methods in a manner that is 
enjoyable, understandable, simplified, and 
relevant to both undergraduate and graduate 
students.
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SHORT COURSE OUTCOMES
We will discuss:

Needs of undergraduate and graduate students 
taking a survey course in communication research 
methods;

Needs of faculty teaching such a course;

Specific ideas for engaging students in the 
research process;
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SHORT COURSE OUTCOMES

Specific ways to introduce students to think like a 
communication researcher in areas such as 
research paradigms; reading, evaluating, and 
synthesizing literature; sampling; and validity and 
reliability;

Specific suggestions for teaching—in one 
semester—a variety of research methods;

Specific exercises and assignments to facilitate 
learning communication research methods.
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SHORT COURSE OUTCOMES

How to teach an overview, survey course on 
communication research methods while:

being respectful and attuned to the myriad of 
research paradigms and methods currently 
acceptable and popularly used in our field, 
helping students understand  how—and when—
to operate within each paradigm and method.
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INTRODUCTION TO COURSE

This portion of the workshop will introduce
participants to the premises, research, and 
basic philosophies we employ when teaching
Communication Research Methods.
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COMMUNICATION RESEARCH METHODS

Many schools offer the course as requirement for
advanced (MA/ PhD) degrees. 

60% integrate qualitative and quantitative methods
into the course.  

Only 10% teach this course online or hybrid
online/in-class, although this number is increasing.

Only 31% of instructors use a Course Management 
System, although this number is increasing.
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MAIN STUDENT LEARNING
CHALLENGES FOR COMMUNICATION

RESEARCH METHODS

• Math/statistics anxiety 

• Relevance and/or application of material in a 
variety of fields 

• Assessing the validity of data 

• Skills and styles for writing about data analysis 
Cris



CHALLENGES TO TEACHING CRM
Most Communication departments require a survey course 
in Communication Research Methods for undergraduate and 
graduate students. 

Most instructors teaching this course have expertise in one 
or only a few methods and struggle to adequately teach the 
other methods to which students should be exposed. 

Many communication students are research-phobic and 
math-apprehensive and many of the current textbooks used 
in this course are written at a high research literacy level. 
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INSTRUCTOR CHALLENGES

1) Motivation of student (49%)

2) Topic coverage in time allowed  

3). Finding resources, in addition to text, for lecture.
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CHANGES IN TEACHING RESEARCH
METHODS

More interest in media studies, especially social 
media and digital media, and in how mediated 
communication overlaps with other areas such as 
health communication, organizational 
communication, and rhetoric.

More interest in how to use research methods in 
business and industry jobs instead of graduate 
school.
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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY

Research is FUN!
Undergraduate students need to learn an appreciation for 
research before they can be advanced researchers. Thus, 
we teach assuming they know NOTHING about research 
and move forward from there.
Undergraduate students need a basic overview of research 
methods. They don’t need to know everything there is to 
know.

They do not need to know how to compute statistics by 
hand.
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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY CONTD
Beginning graduate students need to start at the beginning.

A RM course is the appropriate place to get graduate 
students started on their thesis proposal.

Communication research methods are not identical to other 
social science research methods.

All methods are valid, important, and useful. Each method 
has its appropriate use. Students should be taught what that 
is. 
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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY CONTD
Undergraduate and beginning graduate students should be 
exposed to many different methods, questions, and areas of 
study. 

RM’s should excite students, create a curiosity, a sense of 
wonder and excitement.

RM’s should show students how they fit into our field – how 
their research adds to the body of knowledge, and how 
theorists before them used research to develop the very 
theories they have been studying!

Cris



STEPS INVOLVED IN LEARNING

Step 1: 
Unconscious 

Incompetence

Step 2: Conscious 
Incompetence 

Step 3: Conscious 
Competence

Step 4: 
Unconscious 
Competence
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STUDENTS LEARN BEST BY

Experiential Learning
Application of material to personal experience

Spaced repetition
Material spaced in small chunks
Building on itself
Multiple passes

Cris



STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH METHODS

PART 1: INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION 
RESEARCH

Chapter 1: What is Communication Research
Chapter 2: Research Paradigms and Metatheoretical 
Perspectives
Chapter 3: Discovering what’s already known: Library 
research
Chapter 4: Writing a literature review
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PART II: PREPARING TO CONDUCT RESEARCH

Chapter 5: Understanding Research Ethics

Chapter 6: RQ’s, Objectives, and Hypotheses

Chapter 7: Understanding Variables

Chapter 8: Understanding Sampling

Chapter 9: Ensuring validity, reliability, and 

credibility
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PART III: RESEARCH UNDER THE QUANTITATIVE 
PARADIGM

Chapter 10: Survey Research

Chapter 11: Quantitative Content Analysis and 

Interaction Analysis

Chapter 12: Experiments

Chapter 13: Writing, Analyzing, and Critiquing 

Quantitative Research
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PART IV: RESEARCH UNDER THE QUALITATIVE 
PARADIGM

Chapter 14: Qualitative Approaches to Communication 
Studies Research

Chapter 15: Social Science Approaches 

Chapter 16: Social Constructionist and Arts-Based 
Approaches 

Chapter 17: Rhetorical Approaches 
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APPENDICES

A: Sample Proposal Outline

B: Sample Informed Consent Form

C: Methodology Decision Chart (How your 
objective, research question, and/or hypothesis 
relates to your methodology)

D: Statistics Decision Chart

E: Style Manual Summary

Cris



PLAGIARISM AND ACADEMIC
INTEGRITY: 

If you use a source in a paper without properly citing 
it, that is plagiarism. If you use a direct quote, you 
must include the source of the information, page 
numbers and quotation marks. If you do not, that is 
plagiarism. If you are caught, you will be reported 
and sanctions will be given. 

I recommend www.turnitin.com

Cris
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WWW.TURNITIN.COM

All written assignments (literature review, research critique, 
and ethnography assignments) MUST be submitted to 
"turnitin" prior to being turned in to me. When you submit a 
paper to "turnitin," you will be emailed a receipt. Attach this 
receipt to the paper you turn in. If I receive an assignment 
that does not have a corresponding "Turnitit" originality 
report or attached receipt, I WILL NOT accept the 
assignment—no exceptions.  Leave yourself enough time 
in writing your papers to go through this additional step. 
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UNDERGRADUATE ASSIGNMENTS

4 Multiple Choice Tests
Annotated Bibliography
Midterm Paper: Literature Review

Literature Review REVISION
Final Paper: Research Proposal

OR: Quantitative Research Project AND Qualitative Research 
Project 
Participation
Workshop Exercises (Research paradigms, Study Design, Library 
searches, statistical analysis)
I sometimes have them do group presentations of methods.
Hold class in computer lab: Look online!
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GRADUATE ASSIGNMENTS

Tests (2, 25 points each): 50
Take Home, Critique Article

Midterm Paper: Literature Review: 25
Final Paper 2: Research (Thesis) Proposal : 25

Other possible assignments:
Presenting methods
Interviewing scholars to discuss “story behind the 
journal article” (Use Conversations in Communication 
Scholarship)
Hold class in computer lab: Read articles online Cris



INTRODUCING STUDENTS TO
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH

Now we will discuss the ways we suggest 
introducing students to the field of 
communication research. 

Ken



TEACHING WHAT DO COMMUNICATION
RESEARCHERS, RESEARCH?

Ken



TEACHING WHAT DO COMMUNICATION
RESEARCHERS, RESEARCH?

What are ways you think might use the information from this course, 
after you graduate?
What examples of the uses of communication research excited you 
from the reading?
Think about your ideas of communication research. What did you know 
about communication research before you read this chapter?  
What in this chapter surprised you about communication research? 
What questions do you still have about communication research?  
What area of communication interests you most?
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EVERYDAY WAYS OF KNOWING

Personal experience
Intuition
Authority
Appeals to tradition, custom, faith
Magic, superstition, mysticism

Ken



WAYS OF KNOWING

Tenacity
Authority
A priori
Science 

Ken



WAYS OF KNOWING

Scientific community
Similar education
Similar professional initiations
Read same technical literature
Drawn many of the same lessons from it
Boundaries of that standard literature mark the 
limits of a scientific subject matter

Ken



EXERCISE
Workbook page 11

Exercise 2
Distinguishing Between Different Ways of 
Knowing

Sayde/Brandy



TEACHING RESEARCH
PARADIGMS

Ken



PARADIGMS
Positivist
Knowing by discovery-there is an objective reality 
outside of humans that can be observed by all
Objective (unbiased)
Precise (accurate)
Systematic (clear, known procedures)
Repetitive (reliable)
Generalize and Discriminate

Ken



PARADIGMS

Interpretivist
Knowing by interpretation-more than one reality 
can be known
Uses interpretation to guide understanding of 
perspectives

Ken



PARADIGMS

Critical
Knowing by criticism-everything we know is 
shaped by values
Social construction
Most critical theorists try to use knowledge to bring 
about social change

Ken



WHEN APPROPRIATE

QUALITATIVE
When you want to know a lot about a small unit;

Where not much is known about the topic;

Where the topic is private; 

Where the topic is something you are (or can be) involved in;

When the topic is something you have access to;

When you have a desire to make the strange familiar or the 
familiar strange.
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WHEN APPROPRIATE

QUANTITATIVE
When you want to know something about a lot of 
people;
When you want to generalize from your sample 
to a large group/many.

Ken



TOOLS OF THE TRADE

QUALITATIVE
Ask people;
Watch people;
Try to live in the world they live in;
Observe/Participate/Interview;
Review documents;
Gather life histories
Look at your own life;
Research is data collection instrument;
Field notes/Transcripts;
Narrative forms of coding (and writing) data

Ken



TOOLS OF THE TRADE

QUANTITATIVE
Statistical methods;
Experiments;
Surveys;
Questionnaires;
Measurement tools;
Secondary data analysis;
Objective instruments;
Control bias;
Theory testing;
Numerical Coding.

Ken



GOALS

QUALITATIVE
Preserve form and content of human behavior 
and analyze its qualities;
Represent different world views; 
Create knowledge and meaning;
To understand what’s going on—forms, 
variation, details.

Ken



GOALS

QUANTITATIVE
Subject world to statistical transformations;
Predict and control; 
Represent objective reality;
Explain objective reality.

Ken



P. 41 IN TEXTBOOK

How ontology, epistemology, axiology, 
paradigms, methods fit together

Ken



TEACHING “READING AND USING
RESEARCH”

Cris



CONCEPTS

Reasons for reviewing previous research
Primary research
Secondary research
Sources of primary research
Evaluating research sources

Cris



TO BEGIN RESEARCH

Determine: What do you already know?
What are your objectives?

Cris



EVALUATING A SOURCE

Is this a primary source or secondary source?
Is it an academic or commercial source?
What is the methodology? Is it sound? Is it 
recent/up-to-date?
What is the author’s background/ qualifications?
What is the reputation of the publication?

Cris



READING MATERIALS

1. Title
2. Abstract
3. Introduction
4. Methods
5. Results
6. Discussion
7. Bibliography (“mining” their sources)

Cris



EXERCISE

Workbook page 29
Exercises 7, 8, 9

Creating a Library Research Strategy
Library Search
Developing a Research Topic

Sayde & Brandy



SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

APA user guide
http://www.apastyle.org/

Cris
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Summary of previous research on a given 
topic.

PURPOSE:
To give the reader a clear overview of what is 
known about the topic

Summaries of research conclusions
Various methods used to investigate the topic
Indications of what areas remain to be investigated

Cris



LITERATURE REVIEW

Helps to define the problem and formulate 
possible solutions.

Helps to plan the collection of primary data.  
Helps in defining the population and selecting 

the sample in your primary information 
collection. 

Helps supply background information that will 
fill out what you find in your primary 
research. 

Cris



A LITERATURE REVIEW IS NOT

A list of separate summaries of the sources
An annotated bibliography

Cris



A LITERATURE REVIEW DOES

Point out common themes in existing research
Draw conclusions about what knowledge there 
is in the topic area
Provide EVIDENCE of what important 
questions remain to be explored and why your 
study can address this

Cris



TIPS

Lead with the IDEA not the SCHOLAR!
Use clear and smooth transitions between main points
Use the literature as EVIDENCE to support your CLAIM
For each section, focus on TRENDS, IDEAS, THEMES
Cite studies you read as illustrations or examples
Use the literature to develop your claim FOR EACH 
SECTION
Show how the studies are connected and how they 
relate to the themes
Critique the validity of the research, where possible
OWN the idea (but cite your source!) Cris



EXERCISE

SEE HANDOUT (Cris)
Workbook page 43

Exercise 12
Reading a Journal Article

Exercise 13
Writing a Mini Literature Review

Sayde & Brandy



PREPARING STUDENTS TO CONDUCT
RESEARCH

We will now present our strategies for 
introducing students to basic research 
concepts

Ken



TEACHING ABOUT STUDY OBJECTIVES, 
RQ’S,  AND HYPOTHESES

Ken



STUDY OBJECTIVES

What you are studying/looking for in your 
variable(s).

Used in qualitative research
Involves understanding or describing

Can involve only one variable

Ken



RESEARCH QUESTIONS. . . 
Are a question
Can be basic or applied
Either describe communication behavior

Qualitative
Can involve one variable

Or relate communication behavior to other 
variables

Quantitative
Must involve two variables

Ken



HYPOTHESIS

A predictive statement of relationship between 2 
concepts.

An educated guess or prediction
Always involves two variables

Associational relationship: where you find one, the 
other occurs.
Causal relationship: one causes a change in the 
direction of the other one.

Ken



HYPOTHESES THAT. . . 

Predict a relationship of association
Predict a positive relationship
Predict a negative relationship
Predict a curvilinear relationship
Predict a one-tailed relationship
Predict a two-tailed relationship

Ken



EXERCISE

Workbook page 52
Exercise 14

Practicing Research Question Writing

Sayde & Brandy



EXERCISE

Workbook page 56
Exercise 17

DIY: Writing a Hypothesis

Sayde & Brandy



ETHICS

IRB materials (Cris)
Workbook page 60

Exercise 18
Case Studies in Research Ethics

Sayde & Brandy



TEACHING ABOUT VARIABLES

Ken



VARIABLES

A variable is any concept that varies (that 
have the ability to take on more than one 
value).

Between persons
In time
In intensity
Etc. 

Ken



VARIABLES ARE MEASURED

Self-report
Other-report
Observation

Ken



TYPES OF VARIABLES IN
EXPERIMENTS

Independent
Predictor variable
Manipulated variable

Dependent

Ken



EXTRANEOUS VARIABLES

A third variable that makes finding the “true” 
relationship between the independent and 
dependent variables “cloudy” because it also has 
an effect on the dependent variable

Not part of the research design
Confounding variable: Is related to both I and D 
variables, effects cannot be separated.

Ken



4 LEVELS OF (OPERATIONALIZED) 
VARIABLES

Nominal
Ordinal
Interval
Ratio

Ken



CLASS DISCUSSION

Go over exercise on page 134 of chapter
Go over exercise on page 136 of chapter

Ken



TEACHING ABOUT SAMPLING
AND SAMPLE SIZE

Ken



CONCEPT

Sampling to REPRESENT the __________.

• Quantitative research represents 
it in predicting

• Qualitative research represents 
it in understanding

Ken



SAMPLING

SAMPLE represents POPULATION

Sampling Error: How far off your 
sample is from your population

Ken



RANDOM SAMPLING

Each person in the population has an equal 
chance of being included

Ken



TYPES OF RANDOM SAMPLES

Simple random sample
Stratified sample
Proportional stratified sample
Cluster sampling

Ken



NONRANDOM SAMPLING

Convenience sampling
Volunteer sample
Purposive sample
Quota sample
Network sample
Snowball sample
Maximum variation sample
Theoretical construct sample (as part of the grounded 
theory iterative process)
Typical instance sample

Ken



HOW LARGE IS ENOUGH?

Confidence level
Margin of error

Example: A study may have a 5% margin of error 
at a 95% confidence level.
Confidence levels are usually reported at 80%, 
90% or 95%.

Ken



CONFIDENCE LEVEL

A confidence level of 95% means that if I draw 
out 100 slips of paper, 95 of those times, I will 
come up with the same number of pink papers 
that are actually in the bag, within a margin of 
error. There is a 95% probability that my 
answer is pretty close to correct.

Ken



MARGIN OF ERROR

How close you are to correct.
Also called the CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
If I have a 5% margin of error, that means that 
my answer is within -5 or +5 percentage points 
of the “true” answer in the population.
If I have 33% pink papers, a 5% margin of error 
means that I will draw out between 28% and 
38% pink papers.

Ken



So, if I say that at a 95% confidence level 
and a 5% margin of error, there are 33% 
pink papers in the bag, I’m saying that there 
is a 95% probability (or, 95 times out of 100) 
that there are between 28% and 38% pink 
papers.

Ken



STATISTICAL POWER

The probability your research will 
identify a statistical effect when it 
occurs. 

Ken



SAMPLE SIZE “RULE OF THUMB”

At a Confidence Level of. . . 
80% 90% 95% 99%

W/ an error 
factor of. . 

Your sample size should be:

+/- 5% 160 275 400 665
+/- 8% 64 100 150 260
+/-
10%

40 70 100 170

Ken



SAMPLE SIZE IN QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH

Data saturation: You are done 
with data collection when no 
new information emerges. 

Ken



EXERCISE

Workbook page 87
Exercise 25

DIY: Sampling Your Research Study

Sayde & Brandy



TEACHING ABOUT VALIDITY,  
RELIABILITY, AND CRYSTALLIZATION

Ken



ARE WE MEASURING AND
REPRESENTING THE THINGS WE THINK

WE ARE?

Measurement validity: Does it measure what it 
intends to measure?
Measurement reliability: Does it measure it in a 
consistent/stable manner?
Representative: Must represent the experience
Credible: Must be believable, must make sense

Ken



INTERNAL VALIDITY THREATS

Does the study lead to accurate findings about the 
concepts being studied, for the group of people 
being studied?
External: Are the findings valid for other people, 
places, times?

Ken



EXTERNAL VALIDITY THREATS

How well your research represents your 
population.

This is a sampling issue.

Ken



ECOLOGICAL VALIDITY THREATS

How well your study measures or reflects the real 
world.

This is a methodology issue.

Ken



RELIABILITY

Random error: Fluctuation in measurement

Test-retest reliability
Alternate form reliability

Split-half reliability
Item-total reliability

Inter-Coder reliability

Ken



CREDIBILITY

Do we believe the research adequately represents 
participants’ reality?

Member checks
Data triangulation
Thick description
Peer review

Ken



RESEARCH UNDER THE
QUANTITATIVE PARADIGM



HOW YOUR OBJECTIVE, RESEARCH
QUESTION, AND/OR HYPOTHESIS

RELATES TO YOUR METHODOLOGY

If your RQ or H is: Then your 
chosen method 

should be:

To assess (measure) beliefs, attitudes, 
opinions; To collect (measure) 
retrospective information about 
behavior, meaning.

Survey (Chapter 
10)

Ken



EXERCISE

Workbook page 105
Exercise 30

How to Create a Survey

Sayde & Brandy



HOW YOUR OBJECTIVE, RESEARCH
QUESTION, AND/OR HYPOTHESIS

RELATES TO YOUR METHODOLOGY
If your RQ or H is: Then your chosen 

method should be:

To analyze (in a measureable way) 
the content of messages such as 
media messages; to measure how 
information is exchanged through 
text or media messages.

Quantitative content 
analysis (Chapter 11)

To analyze (in a measurable way) the 
content of interpersonal messages; 
to measure how information is 
exchanged interpersonally.

Interaction analysis 
(Chapter 11)
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QUANTITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS AND
INTERACTION ANALYSIS ARE

CONCERNED WITH….
CONTENT of the MESSAGE itself

Either a textual message
How violent is a TV show or commercial, 
really?

Or a discursive message
How affectionate is that family communication, 
really? Ken



STEPS
Unitize your data

Timeframe
Segment of text
Conversational turn
Utterance
Interaction

Collect your data through observation
Code your data
Analyze your data

Ken



WHEN DESIGNING A QUANTITATIVE
CONTENT OR INTERACTION ANALYSIS, 

YOU MUST ANSWER:

How are you operationalizing your variable?
(How will you know it when you see it?)
What is your sampling unit?
What is your recording unit?
What is your context unit?

Ken



EXERCISE

Workbook page 110
Exercise 32

Content Analysis in the News

Sayde & Brandy



HOW YOUR OBJECTIVE, RESEARCH
QUESTION, AND/OR HYPOTHESIS

RELATES TO YOUR METHODOLOGY

If your RQ or H is: Then your 
chosen method 

should be:
To test causation. Experiment

Ken



EXERCISE

Workbook page 116
Exercise 34

Field Experiment

Sayde & Brandy



STATISTICS

Ken



SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

PSPP (Free “SPSS”):
http://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/

Ken
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STATISTICS DECISION CHART

What do you want to do?

Summarize Data Test for 
Differences 

Between Groups

Test for Relationships 
Between Variables

What type of data do you have?

Look at measures of 
central tendency:

Analyze the 
distribution of the 
independent or 
dependent 
variable:

Cramer’s V

Nominal Mode Chi Square

Display data visually: Compare 2 or 
more independent 
or dependent 
categories:

Frequency Table 2-variable Chi 
Square

Pie chart

Bar chart

Ken



Ordinal Look at measures of 
central tendency:
Median

Display data visually:
Frequency table
Bar chart

Analyze the differences 
between 2 groups:

Mann-Whitney U Test
Analyze the differences 

between 3 or more 
groups:
Kruskall-Wallis Test

Examine the differences 
between related 
scores:
Wilcoxin Sign Test

Spearman’s Rho

What do you want to do?

What type of data do you 
have?

Summarize Data Test for Differences 
Between Groups

Test for Relationships 
Between Variables

Ken



What do you want to do?

Summarize Data Test for Differences 
Between Groups

Test for Relationships Between Variables

What type of data 
do you have?

Standardize your 
data:

Estimate data: Test for a statistically significant 
relationship between variables:

Interval/Ratio 
(Scale)

Z-Scores Estimate confidence 
levels and margin of 
error

2 variables:

Pearson-Product Moment Correlation

Determine measures 
of central 
tendency:

Examine differences 
between 2 unrelated 
groups:

3 or more variables:

Median Independent samples t-
test

Correlation Matrix

Mean

Examine differences 
between 2 related 
groups:

Predict outcomes:

Determine measures 
of dispersion:

Paired t-test Regression analysis: Stepwise 
regression

Range

Variance Compare 3 or more 
groups on their 
distribution on one 
variable:

Reduce large numbers of variables to a 
smaller number of factors:

Standard deviation One-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) 
followed by a TUKEY 

 

Factor analysis Ken



What do you want to do?

Summarize Data Test for Differences 
Between Groups

Test for Relationships Between 
Variables

What type of data 
do you 
have?

Interval/Ratio Display data 
visually:

Compare 3 or more 
groups and their 
differences over 
time:

Cluster variables together:

Bar chart Repeated measures 
ANOVA followed by 
a TUKEY ad-hoc 
test

Cluster analysis

Line graph

Plot variables in several dimensions:

Multi-dimensional scaling

Ken



SIGNIFICANCE TESTING

“There is a statistically significant difference 
between these 2 variables.”

Means: Their margins of error do not overlap.
Chance (Sampling difference) versus “true 

difference?

Ken



LOGIC OF SIGNIFICANCE
TESTING

One-tailed hypothesis:
Positive
Negative

Null Hypothesis: Implicit statement underlying 
every hypothesis
You are always testing the null hypothesis.

Ken



DECISION RULE

If SPSS output tells you that Sig. = .05, (or, p=.05), 
this means:

There is a 5% probability the null hypothesis is 
true.

There is a 95% probability our test hypothesis is 
true.

In social science, our decision rule is usually 
95%.

Ken



THE PRACTICE OF
SIGNIFICANCE TESTING

Posing a RQ or hypothesis and null hypothesis
Conducting the study
Testing the null hypothesis

Setting the significance level
Computing the calculated value
Comparing the calculated value to the 

critical value

Ken



EXERCISE

Workbook page 129
Exercise 37

Determining Designs and Statistical 
Analysis

Sayde & Brandy



RESEARCH UNDER THE
QUALITATIVE PARADIGM





HOW YOUR OBJECTIVE, RESEARCH
QUESTION, AND/OR HYPOTHESIS

RELATES TO YOUR METHODOLOGY

If your RQ or H is: Then your 
chosen method 

should be:

To describe or understand 
communication.

Qualitative

Cris



QUALITATIVE PARADIGMS

Paradigm Characteristics
Social Science Paradigm Research is a systematic investigation

Reality is better understood objectively
Identifying meaning which exists within 
communication act they are studying
Meaning is subject to interpretation

Social Constructionist 
Paradigm

Research is a social construction of meaning
Shared meaning is constructed through our 
cultural systems
Meanings and interpretations are socially, 
historically, temporally, and culturally 
constructed
Ask questions about what ideas are being 
socially constructed/how; what are the cultural 
and communication systems that construct 
meaning



Paradigm Characteristics
Arts and Humanities
Paradigm

Research is a performance
Favor an arts-based or humanities outlook
Knowledge is relative and interpretive
Value representing multiple perspectives and 
sharing authority
Value aesthetics
Present findings in artistic ways

Rhetorical Paradigm Understand meaning within the communication 
process
Tie meaning to broader practical and theoretical 
concerns
Social constructionist ontology, interpretivist and 
critical axiology

QUALITATIVE PARADIGMS



Method Focus on describing/understanding communication as it 
relates to…. 

Ethnography A culture or cultural group. 

Focus Groups Group discourse/conversation in action 

Grounded theory Behavior within social situations and multiple realities 

Phenomenology Meaning within lived experience 

Case Study Illustrative case(s) 

Discourse analysis Spoken or written discourse—speech acts—from the 
content of the discourse, to its delivery (paralanguage, 
speech, grammar), to its context, and the meaning deriving 
from each of these, to understand how people use 
language to construct ideas, meanings, and identities 

Conversation 
analysis 

Interpersonal social action in sequences of utterances and 
interaction as agents of action and activity 

Qualitative content 
analysis 

The content of messages such as media messages 

 Cris


		Method

		Focus on describing/understanding communication as it relates to….



		Ethnography

		A culture or cultural group.



		Focus Groups

		Group discourse/conversation in action



		Grounded theory

		Behavior within social situations and multiple realities



		Phenomenology

		Meaning within lived experience



		Case Study

		Illustrative case(s)



		Discourse analysis

		Spoken or written discourse—speech acts—from the content of the discourse, to its delivery (paralanguage, speech, grammar), to its context, and the meaning deriving from each of these, to understand how people use language to construct ideas, meanings, and identities



		Conversation analysis

		Interpersonal social action in sequences of utterances and interaction as agents of action and activity



		Qualitative content analysis

		The content of messages such as media messages









Method Focus on describing/understanding communication as 
it relates to…. 

Autoethnography and 
Personal Narratives 

A culture in which the researcher is an integral part 

Critical and Feminist 
ethnography/Community 
Based Participatory 
Research 

Power and gender in a culture, often to achieve social 
change and/or social justice goals 

Holistic ethnography The multidimensional and interdependent aspects of 
reality 

Digital and online 
ethnography 

Communication in digitized spaces 

Performance studies Culturally situated communicative acts to reflect an 
interpretation of cultural practice through human 
expression 

 Cris


		Method

		Focus on describing/understanding communication as it relates to….



		Autoethnography and Personal Narratives

		A culture in which the researcher is an integral part



		Critical and Feminist ethnography/Community Based Participatory Research

		Power and gender in a culture, often to achieve social change and/or social justice goals



		Holistic ethnography

		The multidimensional and interdependent aspects of reality



		Digital and online ethnography

		Communication in digitized spaces



		Performance studies

		Culturally situated communicative acts to reflect an interpretation of cultural practice through human expression









Method Focus on describing/understanding communication as 
it relates to…. 

Performative writing, 
Poetic ethnography, 
fiction as method, 
ethnodance 

Writing in an aesthetic manner to turn your text into 
an evocative artistic representation 

Ethnodrama and 
ethnotheatre 

Performing the researcher’s and/or participant’s 
experience 

Documentary, video, or 
visual ethnography 

Using photographic and video images rather than, or 
in addition to, words, in order to represent an 
experience through image 

Rhetorical criticism How symbols act on people 

Aristotelian criticism The persuasive ability of a text by Aristotle’s criteria 

Narrative criticism  The narrative or mythic elements in a text 
 

Cris


		Method

		Focus on describing/understanding communication as it relates to….



		Performative writing, Poetic ethnography, fiction as method, ethnodance

		Writing in an aesthetic manner to turn your text into an evocative artistic representation



		Ethnodrama and ethnotheatre

		Performing the researcher’s and/or participant’s experience



		Documentary, video, or visual ethnography

		Using photographic and video images rather than, or in addition to, words, in order to represent an experience through image



		Rhetorical criticism

		How symbols act on people



		Aristotelian criticism

		The persuasive ability of a text by Aristotle’s criteria



		Narrative criticism 

		The narrative or mythic elements in a text









Method Focus on describing/understanding communication as 
it relates to…. 

Dramatistic criticism; 
Burkean criticism 

How our symbolic actions construct our ideas of 
reality, based on Burke’s ideas of social tension 

Cultural criticism Injustices, methods of marginalization, and forms of 
oppression as these are expressed and supported by 
various texts 

Semiotics How reality is constructed through the use of symbol 
systems 

 

Cris


		Method

		Focus on describing/understanding communication as it relates to….



		Dramatistic criticism; Burkean criticism

		How our symbolic actions construct our ideas of reality, based on Burke’s ideas of social tension



		Cultural criticism

		Injustices, methods of marginalization, and forms of oppression as these are expressed and supported by various texts



		Semiotics

		How reality is constructed through the use of symbol systems









CHARACTERISTICS OF QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH

RQs/Objectives Seek to understand or describe
Role of Theory Social Science orientations: Theoretical basis to study

Social Constructionist/Arts-based orientation: Theory to 
explain

Sampling Usually purposive:
Theoretical construct; Maximum variation; Typical instance; 
Extreme instance; Snowball/network sampling

Sample size Data Saturation
Data Collection Planned or Emergent

Naturalistic
Fieldwork: Immersion; Observation; Interviews



TYPES OF OBSERVERS

Complete observer
Observer-as-participant
Peripheral-member researcher
Active-member researcher
Complete-member researcher

Cris



TYPES OF OBSERVATIONS

Descriptive observation
Focused observation
Selective observation

Cris



WHAT TO OBSERVE

People: Who is involved
Setting/context/scene
Communication Act/interactions
Impressions
How/when/where do they communicate?
What does their communication mean?

Cris



FIELD NOTES

A record of what was meaningful
Mental observation
Notetaking during or after
Tape recording
Journals or diaries
Do what you need to do so that you can vividly 
recall it later

Cris



EXERCISE

Workbook page 140
Exercise 39

Playing the Field

Sayde & Brandy



IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS

Unstructured
Inner thoughts and feelings
Modify as you go along
Guided conversation
Dialogic—interactive

Cris



TYPES OF INTERVIEWS
Co-constructed interview
Creative interviewing
Critical incident, episode analysis, account analysis, 
protocol analysis interviews
Epiphany interviews
Life story interviews
Oral history interviews
Personal narrative interviews
Polyphonic interviews
Topical interviews

Cris



QUALITATIVE ETHICS
Emotional vulnerability
Sensitive topics
Relational ethics
Caring for participants
Reflexivity
Voice
Participants as co-researchers

Cris



CODING

Coding is a systematic way in which to condense 
data sets into smaller analyzable units through the 
creation of categories and concepts derived from 
the data.  It is a fundamental task in most 
qualitative projects.

Cris



The methodology used
Time available
The amount and types of data 

APPROACHES TO CODING CAN
BE INFLUENCED BY:

Cris



Card Pile Sort
Thematic Analysis
Sensitizing Concepts

Frame Analysis
Social Network Analysis
Event Analysis
Schema Analysis

Interpretive Thematic Analysis

Cris



Cris



CODING SOFTWARE

Nvivo

Free Trial: 
http://www.qsrinternational.com/trial-nvivo

Student License:
http://www.qsrinternational.com/products/

nvivo/pro/education/new/nvivo11prostulicense12mon
Cris

http://www.qsrinternational.com/trial-nvivo
http://www.qsrinternational.com/products/nvivo/pro/education/new/nvivo11prostulicense12mon
http://www.qsrinternational.com/products/nvivo/pro/education/new/nvivo11prostulicense12mon


WRITING QUALITATIVE FINDINGS

Summary or traditional method of writing
Dramatic or scenic method of writing
Writing performance texts

Cris



FOCUS GROUP EXERCISE

Workbook  page 148
Exercise 41

Design a Focus Group

Sayde & Brandy



ETHNOGRAPHY EXERCISE

Workbook page 151
Exercise 42

Ethnography

Sayde & Brandy



AUTOETHNOGRAPHY EXERCISE

Workbook page 158
Exercise 43

Reading an Autoethnography

Sayde & Brandy



FEMINIST ETHNOGRAPHY EXERCISE

Workbook page 160
Exercise 44

Feminist Ethnography Observation

Sayde & Brandy



POETIC ETHNOGRAPHY EXERCISE

Workbook page 163
Exercise 45

Analyzing Poetic Ethnography

Sayde & Brandy



FOR SUPPLEMENTAL TEXTS, I USE:

Davis, C. S. (2014). Routledge.

Cris

Davis, C. S. (2017). Routledge.



RHETORICAL PARADIGM

Characteristics of Rhetorical Criticism
Appropriate Research Questions 

answered by Rhetorical Criticism 
Data in Rhetorical Criticism
Writing Rhetorical Criticism

Cris



RHETORICAL CRITICISM

Aristotelian Rhetoric 
Narratives and Rhetorical Criticism
Burkean Criticism
Cultural Criticism
Semiotics

Cris



EXERCISE

Workbook page 171
Exercise 47

Neo-Aristotelian Analysis

Sayde & Brandy



COURSE WRAP-UP

Questions and answers
Sharing ideas and suggestions among 
participants



PRESENTERS

Dr. Ken Lachlan, Professor
University of Connecticut
Kenneth.lachlan@uconn.edu

Dr. Deborah Breede, Professor
Coastal Carolina University
dbreede@coastal.edu

Ms. Sayde Brais
sjbrais@uncc.edu

Ms. Brandy Stamper
Brandy.Stamper@uncc.edu
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